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Kai initially thought that the two men earlier had caught up to him. But when 
he had scrambled up to his feet and swung his gaze over, he saw a ferocious 
giant lion eyeing him predatorily. 

Fangs were visible in its mouth that reeked of the coppery stench of blood, 
and it kept roaring lowly. “Haha… Serves you right for running your mouth! 
Now, you’re in trouble!” 

At the sight of the giant lion, Ranzoph guffawed. Conversely, Kai wore a look 
of utter desolation. Good Lord! I merely griped for a bit. How could the person 
who created the secret realm be so petty to send a demon beast to teach me 
a lesson? 

Helplessness swamped him as he stared at the demon beast before him. This 
time, it’s probably impossible for me to make a break for it! Keeping its eyes 
fixed on the man, the giant lion made no move to attack. Instead, it circled him 
relentlessly. 

Despite its lack of aggression, Kai could not afford to wait and tarry. 
Otherwise, the two men would gain on him. At that time, death would be the 
only fate awaiting him if he had to face the demon beast in front of him and 
the duo. 

No sooner had he geared up to make a move against the giant lion than the 
two men caught up with him. The instant the duo noticed that his path was 
blocked by a demon beast, they both dissolved into laughter.. 

“We’re downright lucky today, Grant! Not only do we get to kill Kai to obtain 
the promised. resources, but we’ll also be gaining a beast core!” Ronan 
exclaimed excitedly as he regarded the giant lion.. 

“Indeed, we’re lucky today. But shall we kill the demon beast first or Kai?” 
Grant mused. Ronan had a severed arm right then, so his capabilities were 
diminished significantly. If they were to deal with the giant lion and Kai 
simultaneously, it would likely be difficult for them to emerge victorious 
quickly. Therefore, they needed to team up and deal with either of the two 
first. 



“Let’s kill Kai first. He cut off my arm. I’m going to make him suffer in return!” 
Ronan declared, eyeballing Kai icily. 

“Sure.” In response, Grant gave a dip of his head. Without an ounce of 
hesitation, he leaped up. In a flash, the sword in his hand glinted sharply in 
the light, heading straight for Kai. 

When that happened, the Dragonslayer Sword in Kai’s hand flew out. 
Alongside its incessant buzzing, streams of sword energy blasted forth and 
blocked the man’s blade. 

Following that sight, Ronan swung his sword one-handed and charged at Kai. 
He was wholly confident that he could kill the latter with just an arm since the 
man no longer had the protection offered by the Dragonslayer Sword. 

Kai stared at the man rushing at him, plunging into helplessness for a 
moment. His capabilities were suppressed, and he could not fight Ronan.. 

Just as Ronan was about to reach him, he abruptly caught sight of the giant 
lion still eyeing him predatorily. An idea instantly popped into his mind. 
Without warning, he shot his hand out at the giant lion. He wanted to devise a 
way to pit Ronan and the giant lion against each other. Then, he would have a 
chance of survival. 

For that reason, he planned to provoke the giant lion. Consequently, things 
would be chaotic,. and he would be able to find an opportunity to take flight. 

When he swung his hand out at the giant lion, he reckoned that it would be 
infuriated and lunge at him. Unexpectedly, it darted to the side and dodged 
the attack. Having done so, it rolled its eyes and threw Kai a disdainful look. 
Kai was utterly stunned by that look, never having expected a demon beast to 
discern his motive. That was the reason it dodged. It had absolutely no 
intention of making a move. 

“Die!” While he was distracted, Ronan reached him and brought the sword in 
his hand down on Kai’s back mercilessly. 

Clang! A crisp bang rang out, upon which Kai flew. backward. Blood gushed 
out of a bone-deep wound on his back incessantly. Severely injured, Kai 
spurted a mouthful of blood, and his vision grew increasingly blurry. In the 
end, he passed out. 



Ronan glanced at his sword, cursing, “D*mn it! How exactly did he train his 
physical body that it’s so tough?” He strutted toward Kai with his sword in 
hand. The latter was already out cold, so he had let his guard down entirely. 
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Just when Ronan was about to finish Kai off, a strong gust of wind rushed at 
him out of the blue. Roar! It turned out that the demon beast had launched 
itself at Ronan. 

With a furious roar, the giant lion struck such terror into the man with its 
powerful aura that he stumbled several steps away. When he had done so, 
the giant lion ambled over to Kai. It licked the latter with its tongue before 
opening its cavernous mouth.. 

Seeing that, Ronan knew that it wanted to devour Kai. Nonetheless, he made 
no move to stop it, for all he needed was the man’s head. He could still prove 
the accomplishment of the mission to Wrey with that item alone.. 

Putting his sword away, he merely watched as it sunk its teeth into Kai since 
the latter was destined to die. He did not want to deal with the giant lion alone 
because he was not its match when his arm had been severed then. 

Roar! In the next second, the giant lion swiped its claw across Kai’s body. Yet, 
its sharp claws could not penetrate the man’s skin. 

Then, it started tearing at him with its teeth. But still, it could not break through 
his skin. At that very moment, Kai was just like a rock. The giant lion wanted 
to make a meal of him, yet it could not bite into him at all.. 

At the end of its rope, it glared down at the unconscious man before swinging 
its paw at his head. When its paw was mere inches away from Kai’s head, a 
bright light suddenly manifested at the man’s chest. 

On the heels of that, a ball of golden light emerged from within his body. The 
instant the ball of golden light appeared, a mighty aura started permeating the 
air. The giant lion was so petrified that it swiftly backed away. 

The ball of golden light gradually expanded. Eventually, it slowly began to 
unfurl and transformed into a phoenix that flew circles around Kai. 



The sight of the phoenix that appeared out of nowhere had horror brim in the 
giant lion’s eyes. It let loose a terrified roar and dropped to its knees on the 
ground. 

On top of that, it kept its head hung low as though worshipping the phoenix. 
As Ronan witnessed that scene, shock showed on his face. He could not 
fathom why a phoenix suddenly emerged from Kai’s body. 

The phoenix let out a cry before diving into Kai’s forehead. A phoenix mark 
manifested on the man’s forehead. But in the next heartbeat, it disappeared 
into thin air. 

Even after the phoenix had vanished, the giant lion remained cowering on the 
ground, the look in its eyes as docile as a house cat. Upon seeing that the 
giant lion no longer dared to devour Kai, Ronan drew his sword to eliminate 
Kai himself. 

But the moment he stepped forward, the giant lion that was initially lying 
motionless on the ground lunged at him with murder radiating from its eyes. 

At that, Ronan hurriedly flipped backward and dodged. Alas, it refused to let 
him go, aggressively attacking him repeatedly. Thus, the giant lion went up 
against Ronan while the Dragonslayer Sword battled Grant. Kai, on the other 
hand, remained unconscious on the ground, utterly motionless. 

Roar! Following a great roar from the giant lion, Ronan could no longer hold 
out. His remaining arm was bitten by the demon beast and ripped right off. 

“Ahh!” The excruciating pain that inundated him forced an ear-splitting wail of 
agony out of his mouth. Hearing the cry of pain, Grant was inexorably 
distracted for a moment. In that split second of inattention, his head was 
severed by the Dragonslayer Sword. 

At the same time, the giant lion sunk its teeth into Ronan’s head and bit it off, 
swallowing it whole. With the duo dead, Kai was safe for the time being. 

The Dragonslayer Sword returned to his body. Meanwhile, the giant lion licked 
the man before picking him up with its teeth and leaving at lightning speed. 
Shortly after it had left with Kai, a group of people rushed over, having heard 
the deafening roar earlier. 
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The person in the lead was the overlord of Scorching Heaven Sect, Yona. 
They rushed over because they heard a demon beast’s roar and the sounds 
of a battle. 

A demon beast’s beast core was a top-notch cultivation resource, but those in 
the secret realm would undoubtedly be much stronger than those in the 
hidden realm. Unfortunately, by the time Yona arrived with his men, there 
were only two dead bodies on the ground. 

He scrutinized the dead bodies on the ground before gently placing a hand on 
one of them. In a flash, the scene of the battle earlier materialized before his 
eyes. 

“What a powerful giant lion…” Narrowing his gaze a fraction, he touched the 
other dead body lightly. On the heels of that, his eyes glinted. “The spiritual 
sword is actually sentient. It looks like Kai has a number of incredible items. 
Give chase!” 

He engaged in a pursuit with his men in the direction where the giant lion had 
escaped. Almost everyone in the entire secret realm was hunting Kai. 

Some people wanted to kill the man in exchange for Flying Star Sect’s 
resources, while others coveted the magical items he possessed. Naturally, 
there were also those who were searching for him to lend him a hand. 

In that instant, there were people tracking Kai down everywhere in the secret 
realm. Fortunately, the place was massive. Hence, searching for someone 
was akin to looking for a needle in a haystack. 

“D*mn it! Where on earth did that kid go?” Wrey could not help feeling anxious 
when there was still no news of Kai after such a long time had passed. 

“Considering the vastness of this secret realm, it’s not that easy to locate 
someone, Wrey. If you want to know where Kai is, simply ask Great Diviner to 
divine it for you,” Hugh proposed. 

In a trice, Wrey’s eyes lit up. “That’s right! How could I have forgotten about 
him? I’ll have someone find him right away!” he exclaimed. He sent some men 
out to look for Great Diviner. In no time, an elderly man with a goatee was. 
escorted over. 



That was the top diviner in the hidden realm, Great Diviner. With just three 
copper coins, he could perceive everything. For that reason, his Divination 
Sect enjoyed much prominence in the hidden realm. “You want me to locate 
Kai, Mr. Lindt?” Great Diviner asked bluntly upon seeing Wrey. 

“Sure enough, you live up to your reputation, Master Diviner. Indeed, I invited 
you over to divine his location. I’d really appreciate the help,” Wrey answered 
politely. 

“That’s a piece of cake. But you should know my rules, yes?” Great Diviner 
asserted haughtily. “Of course, I do. As long as you locate him, I’ll definitely 
gift you a ton of resources,” Wrey hastily promised. In response, Great Diviner 
nodded. “Okay.” 

After saying that, he took out three copper coins before tossing them high into 
the air. They started glowing and spinning continuously while suspended in 
mid-air. 

Wrey and Hugh lifted their heads and stared at the copper coins, beyond 
curious as to how Great Diviner could divine everything with just three copper 
coins. 

“Are these three copper coins ancient divine items?” Hugh could not resist 
asking. “They’re just three ordinary copper coins. There’s nothing divine about 
them,” Great Diviner replied with a faint smile. 

“If so, why can they divine everything when they’re in your hands, Master 
Diviner?” Hugh continued venturing.. 

“Divine secrets are confidential. My apologies, but I can’t answer that.” Having 
said that, Great Diviner gestured with both hands, and the three copper coins 
kept changing directions in mid- air. More than ten minutes passed, but there 
was still no response. Instead, he was still gesturing with his hands. 
Impatience flooded Wrey. 

It’s been over ten minutes now, but there’s nothing! He was not sure whether 
Great Diviner was a swindler since he had never asked the latter for help, 
having only heard of his reputation. 
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“Is it not working, Master Diviner?” Wrey demanded impatiently. “I’m done.” 
Right after Great Diviner had said that, the copper coins in the air abruptly 
fused together. 

Following that, rays of light burst out from the copper coin and formed a 
projection. The scene was none other than that of Kai battling the two men. 

Great Diviner suddenly waved a hand, and the space seemingly cracked 
immediately. A series of auras surged out of the fissures. “You can both sense 
whether this is Kai’s aura, Great Diviner stated, shifting his gaze to Wrey and 
Hugh. 

“Indeed, it’s his aura. I once fought with him, so I know his aura,” Wrey 
affirmed. “Since you can sense the presence of the aura, Mr. Lindt, search for 
him by following it. You’ll certainly find him!” Great Diviner concluded. 

“Okay. Thank you, Master Diviner! I’ll deliver the promised resources to your 
residence when I go back!” When Wrey had finished saying that, he led some 
men in rapid pursuit of the aura. 

Great Diviner and Hugh tagged along. In the meantime, the giant lion held Kai 
in its mouth and sprinted at top speed. No one knew. where it was taking him.. 

Kai was still unconscious. Ranzoph, who was in his body, frantically called out 
at him, not wanting the man to continue being carried away by the giant lion. 

By then, they had long since deviated from their route, going the polar 
opposite of the place marked with the treasure. Soon, the aura divined by 
Great Diviner faded. Consequently, Wrey lost the direction in which Kai 
disappeared. 

“What exactly is going on here, Master Diviner?” Wrey put that question forth 
to Great Diviner. “ Kai is fleeing too fast and far. My divination has a time and 
distance limit, so it can’t serve you perpetually,” Great Diviner explained. 

“Fleeing too fast? He has obviously sustained internal injuries, yet he can still 
travel at such breakneck speed? I’m duly impressed,” Wrey remarked with a 
flabbergasted expression on his face. 



“I can sense that he’s going increasingly faster now.” Great Diviner closed his 
eyes lightly, seemingly having sensed something. “Do you know where he is, 
Master Diviner? 

Please help me once more,” Wrey quickly implored. “Mr. Lindt, the price of my 
divination is set for al single request. If you want to another divination, it would 
cost you…” 

Great Diviner made the money gesture. “Sure, that’s fine. I’ll arrange for 
someone to find it for you right away!” Wrey readily agreed. Hearing that, 
Great Diviner tossed the three copper coins in his hand into the air again. 

Shortly after, Kai’s aura leaked out, and her turned out to be a near distance 
away from them. “Haha… We’ve got Kai’s whereabouts now. He’s not far from 
us. Let’s go and give chase!” 

Unbidden, Wrey hooted with laughter. They all started giving chase in Kai’s 
direction once more. However, Kai had absolutely no idea that Wrey was 
already hot on his heels. He was still unconscious, carried by the giant lion 
everywhere. 

“Huh? How strange. Where exactly is Kai heading? Why is he traveling 
haphazardly?” Great Diviner sensed Kai’s aura and noticed that he was 
running everywhere without a fixed direction. 

“He must be doing this to evade pursuit. No wonder no one can find him.” 
Having said that, Wrey unleashed his spiritual sense to ascertain Kai’s tracks 
in real time. 

But after a while, Great Diviner’s three copper coins abruptly lost their efficacy 
and fell to the ground from mid-air. “What’s happening here, Master Diviner?” 
Wrey questioned upon seeing that the man’s copper coins had dropped down. 

 


